## Features

### Cover Story

**20 IN MUNIS WE TRUST**
- Is government-owned golf good for the game?

### Irrigation

**32 BATTLING BICARBONATES**
- Superintendents have a number of weapons at their disposal to keep calcium viable in the soil.

### Turf Maintenance

**42 DIALING IN DETAILS**
- A growing number of superintendents are turning to more detailed analyses to better manage their fairways and greens.

### Ornamentals

**48 GRASSES GONE WILD**
- Besides enhancing a course’s unique character, ornamental grasses reduce water, fertilizer and pesticide demands. It’s turf you want to run wild.
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## Columns

### 18 OUTSIDE THE ROPES
- Tim Moraghan: Setting up Sedgefield Country Club

### 30 DESIGN CONCEPTS
- Jeffrey D. Brauer: Why is par usually 72?

## Real Science

### Sodium and Salinity
- Both minerals effect successful turf irrigation, Part I: Sodium.